
1808 gold doubloon of 8 escudos from the Spanish 
colonial mint of Santa Fe de Bogota. Legal tender 
in the USA until 1857 for $16 NGC AU 50 nice 
original never dipped surfaces ................... $2177

1831 year 28 from Haiti silver 50 centimes Obv: 
bust of president Boyer Rev: palm tree capped 
with pileus, or liberty cap of a freed slave, flags, 
cannons under tree NGC MS 64 rare grade $477

 
1832 bust half dime Lm 12, r-2, NGC MS 62 superb 

strike, very light toning ................................ $577

1853-P arrows & rays silver quarter NGC AU 53 $347

1875-S twenty cent piece NGC VF20 $187 NGC 
AU 58 dark toning $447 NGC AU 53 $327 NGC XF 
cleaned (gently) ........................................... $167

1875-P low mintage 20center NGC XF cleaned 
(some bright hairlines) ................................. $347

40%
1878-CC silver dollar from the 1974 GSA sale at $3. 

Bargains were had at this price category. VF 25 in 
GSA sealed packet with papers ................. $197

1878-CC silver dollar NGC MS 64 white ...... $477
1878-CC silver dollar PCGS MS 64 white ... $477
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New Purchases and Reduced Prices

136-135 BC silver tetradrachm “New Style” from 
Athens Obv: Athena wearing crested helmet Rev: 
owl standing on amphora, all in wreath NGC Ch 
XF* ............................................................... $2977

66 BC silver denarius of the Roman Republic 
struck by the moneyer Q. Pomponius Musa, as 
an allusion to his family name, he struck a series 
of denarii honoring the Muses Obv: wreathed bust 
of Apollo Rev: standing togate figure of Polymnia, 
goddess of rhetoric, head turned facing NGC XF, 
choice old toning, JKKern coll ................... $1977

66 BC silver denarius also by Q Pomponius Musa 
Obv: bust of Apollo, lyre key? Pick? Behind Rev: 
Calliope, muse of epic poetry standing, playing 
lyre atop column NGC Ch AU* ex: JKKern  $1977

54-68 AD brass semis of Nero, famous for 
persecuting Christians, and fiddling while Rome 
burned Obv: his laureate bust Rev: prize urn and 
wreath on table decorated with griffins, shield? 
Beneath NGC Ch XF .................  $497 ex: JKKern

1591 silver ecu from Brabant in the Spanish 
Netherlands Obv: Philip II of Spain Rev: local coat of 
arms. VF, clipped, weight slightly light, couple field 
abrasions. Said to have been found while soldiers 
were digging trenches in World War I ...... $177  

1623 silver patagon of Spanish Netherlands, 
Antwerp mint, D-4462 NGC VF 30 $297. Said to 
have been dug at the same trenches.  

1885 dated gold love token, presumably on 2½, 
“WHS”? monogram, 1885 Nicely engraved in 
Eastlake style VF ......................................... $247

40%
110mm German artillery shells

1915-1917 spent German artillery 105mm casings, 
nicely crafted into a cigar humidor with body and 
heavy lid. To complete a gentleman’s smoking 
parlor are three sterling labels with chains for 
Scotch, Rye, and Brandy. All for ................ $277

1926-J silver 2 marks of the Weimar Republic NGC 
MS 64 .......................................................... $197

1930-F silver 5 marks on the liberation of the 
Rhineland from occupying allies NGC AU 58 $347

1932-A silver 5 marks from the dying Weimar 
Republic commemorating Goethe Obv: his bust 
NGC Abt Unc, cleaned (light hairlines) ....... $2477 
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Life Member

1741 silver Pillar dollar of 8 reales, Mexico City 
mint, from an uncertain Dutch shipwreck, but 
probably the Hollandia sunk in 1743. EF substantial 
corrosion ...................................................... $177

1788 silver medal commemorating the death of 
Johann Luis, consul of Hamburg Germany Obv: 
his very fancy bust Rev: city goddess of Hamburg 
in mourning, his ashes in urn on column. Dies 
engraved by great artist Abraham Aaron NGC MS 
63 ................................................................. $477

1795 flowing hair silver dollar B-1, two leaves 
under each wing on the reverse VF20, obv rim 
bump ........................................................... $2977

1801 gold eagle MS 63, but a “no grade” due to 
gently cleaning ............................................ $29,700

1801 gold doubloon of 2 escudos from Spain, 
Seville mint NGC XF45............................... $597

1808 gold doubloon of 2 escudos from the Madrid 
mint nice EF 45 ........................................... $577
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